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Abstract

We present a large, multilingual study into how
vision constrains linguistic choice, covering
four languages and five linguistic properties,
such as verb transitivity or use of numerals. We
propose a novel method that leverages exist-
ing corpora of images with captions written by
native speakers, and apply it to nine corpora,
comprising 600k images and 3M captions. We
study the relation between visual input and lin-
guistic choices by training classifiers to predict
the probability of expressing a property from
raw images, and find evidence supporting the
claim that linguistic properties are constrained
by visual context across languages. We comple-
ment this investigation with a corpus study, tak-
ing the test case of numerals. Specifically, we
use existing annotations (number or type of ob-
jects) to investigate the effect of different visual
conditions on the use of numeral expressions in
captions, and show that similar patterns emerge
across languages. Our methods and findings
both confirm and extend existing research in
the cognitive literature. We additionally discuss
possible applications for language generation.
We make our codebase publicly available.1

1 Introduction

In recent years, vision and language models have
been shown to outperform models trained on a sin-
gle modality in a variety of domains, such as lan-
guage modeling (Ororbia et al., 2019), document
quality assessment (Shen et al., 2020), and visual
classification and segmentation (Frome et al., 2013;
Radford et al., 2021; Berger et al., 2022).

While empirical evidence exists, including from
the studies cited above, that each modality can ben-
efit the other for task performance, less attention
has been devoted to the broader question of how
the two modalities influence and constrain one an-
other. In this study, we focus on one aspect of this
question: How does vision constrain language?

1github.com/SLAB-NLP/visual_constraints_on_descriptions

Figure 1: A demonstration of how visual cues in im-
ages may constrain linguistic choices in their captions.
The image on the left in which the agent is visible is
described using an active voice “A man... is throwing a
child... in the air”, while in the right image the agent is
not visible and the annotator chose a passive construc-
tion: “A little boy... is thrown in the air”. Images and
captions taken from Flickr30k.

We study the relation between the semantic con-
tent of an image and the language used to describe
it. As an example, consider Figure 1. Captions of
the right image, which crops the agent, use passive
voice more frequently than those of the left (taken
from Flickr30k, Young et al., 2014). We aim to
study such trends by examining the influence of vi-
sual features of the image on the linguistic choices
taken when describing it.

A number of psycholinguistic studies have
aimed to answer this question by systematically
varying visual conditions (such as image cropping)
and analyzing verbal descriptions of the scenes
by human participants for recurring differences
(e.g., Chesney and Gelman, 2015; Rissman et al.,
2019). Although such controlled studies allow for
precise measurement, the visual stimuli are syn-
thetic (rather than depicting natural scenes), the
manual annotation of descriptions limits the size
of the dataset, and typically only one linguistic
property is investigated in a single language.

We address this gap by proposing a scalable
methodology that uses existing image-caption cor-
pora in multiple languages. We measure the corre-
lation of visual features and linguistic properties of
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the caption by training visual classifiers to predict,
for a given raw image, whether a linguistic property
is expressed in its captions. We compare the impact
of different training sets (single vs. multiple lan-
guages) and different types of pre-training (none vs.
object categories vs. visual vs. textual pre-training
objectives). We use 9 large-scale image-caption
datasets (overall 2.9M captions for 604K images),
covering four languages (English, German, Chi-
nese, Japanese), to study lexical properties (use of
numerals and negation words) and structural prop-
erties (use of passive voice, transitivity of the main
verb, choice of verbal vs. nominal constructions),
which we automatically annotate in the captions.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first large-
scale, multilingual study of the impact of visual
input on linguistic choice. We find evidence show-
ing that the visual input imposes constraints on
linguistic properties, and that such trends are de-
tectable using the proposed methodology.

In a complementary corpus study, we link the
prevalence of linguistic properties to existing, high-
level visual annotations (number and type of ob-
jects), and find that these properties can be linked to
the use of numeral expressions in similar patterns
across languages, and in accordance with small-
scale, highly-controlled psycholinguistic studies.

Our findings have both cognitive and compu-
tational implications. On the cognitive side, this
study confirms findings from small-scale cogni-
tive studies at scale: for naturalistic scenes, typo-
logically diverse languages, and descriptions from
thousands of native speakers. The magnitude of
the data that can be studied with our method also
allows the derivation of new insights, which can
motivate additional controlled studies, making the
proposed practice an effective exploration method.

On the computational side captioning models
have been shown to generalize better when first
predicting the syntactic structure of the generated
caption (Bugliarello and Elliott, 2021). This re-
search direction may benefit from the signal pro-
vided by our classifiers of linguistic properties.

2 Background

The notion that grammatical and lexical phenom-
ena can be characterized semantically, at least in
their prototypical instances, has a long tradition in
linguistics (Dixon, 1979; Goldberg, 1995; Croft,
2012, among many others). For example, transitive
clauses are often characterized as corresponding to

actions instigated by volitional agents over passive
objects, that are affected by the action. However,
formally defining these semantic features in a non-
linguistic way and showing empirically that the
presence of these features indeed entails the pres-
ence of the corresponding linguistic feature, has
proven to be methodologically challenging. One
possible direction to address this is the use of im-
ages that implicitly define a type of non-linguistic
semantics. This section briefly reviews different
approaches for studying visual constraints on our
set of five phenomena from a cognitive and compu-
tational perspective (omitting phenomena that have
not been previously covered).

2.1 Cognitive Studies

Numerals. Subitizable numbers are numbers that
are rapidly and accurately visually counted by hu-
mans. Studies have shown that the threshold for
subitizability is 4 (Kaufman et al., 1949; Mandler
and Shebo, 1982), with Barr et al. (2013) showing
that humans tend to describe non-subitizable num-
bers using quantifiers (e.g., many). In Section 5.2
we confirm this result at scale. Chesney and Gel-
man (2015) asked participants to count objects in a
given image, and found that participants were less
likely to include objects located in frames (win-
dows, mirrors or picture frames) in their count, sug-
gesting that visual cues influence linguistic choices.

Negation. Several studies have challenged the
traditional view that images cannot express nega-
tion (Worth, 1981; Khemlani et al., 2012). Giora
et al. (2009) use visual negation markers (e.g.,
red cross road signs) to study neural processing
of visual negation. Oversteegen and Schilpero-
ord (2014) ask Dutch native speakers to describe
images of objects missing integral parts (e.g., a
woman without a mouth) and show that the descrip-
tions are likely to contain a negation word.

Passive voice. Myachykov et al. (2012) show
that English native speakers have a stronger prefer-
ence for using passive-voice when describing tran-
sitive events with visual cueing of their attention
toward the agent (compared to the control condi-
tion).

Transitivity. Rissman et al. (2019) show that
participants had a preference for intransitive de-
scriptions of visual events (a person acting on an
inanimate object) when the person was removed by
cropping the image (whereas transitive descriptions
were preferred in the base condition).
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2.2 Computational Studies

Computational studies on how vision constrains
language are rare. However, several studies ex-
amined various aspects of the linguistic properties
studied in this work, typically focusing on individ-
ual properties and/or languages.

Negation. A series of studies (van Mil-
tenburg et al., 2016, 2017), investigated negation
in Flickr30k image descriptions using a smaller set
of negation words compared to our study, compar-
ing the use of negation in English, German, and
Dutch, and finding no significant differences. Do-
breva and Keller (2021) show that the performance
of vision and language models decreases when the
text contains negation, but did not show that this de-
crease is caused by negation-related visual features.
Text-only models also have difficulty processing
negations (e.g., Ettinger (2020)), and the drop in
performance could be due to the text encoder alone.

The line of work most similar to this study
train models to predict whether images from
comics (Sato et al., 2021) or real life (Sato and Mi-
neshima, 2021) express negation, achieving chance-
level results. In contrast to the current study, they
used a single dataset, a single language (Japanese),
and a single linguistic property (negation).

Transitivity. Nikolaus et al. (2019) show that
captioning models generalize better to unseen ac-
tion – object pairs when the action is transitive,
hypothesizing that this improvement is due to the
additional arguments (e.g. cake) that images de-
scribing transitive events (e.g. eating) contain.

Verbal vs. nominal constructions. Su et al.
(2021) study syntactic parsing and compare the
Part-Of-Speech (POS) tag of the root of predicted
and gold dependency trees of MSCOCO English
captions, showing that the gold distribution is ap-
proximately 60:40 in favour of nouns, while models
tend to never produce trees with a verb root.

3 Approach

We draw inspiration from the cognitive studies pre-
sented in Section 2.1. These studies carefully de-
sign visual scenes that differ only in terms of the vi-
sual feature of interest (e.g., visibility of the agent),
ask participants to describe the scenes, and com-
pare the linguistic properties of the descriptions
across different conditions. If a linguistic property
is significantly more prevalent in one condition, it
is assumed that this visual feature constrains that
linguistic property.

While such setups allow careful control over the
experimental design, they are also less ecologically
valid in that they impose (1) synthetic visual stimuli
and (2) limitations on the number and diversity of
participants, phenomena and languages to include.
We address both shortcomings by (1) using large
existing image caption datasets as a corpus of di-
verse language descriptions of naturalistic scenes,
and (2) annotating the captions automatically, yet
accurately, with linguistic properties.

Using a large amount of data instead of a con-
trolled experiment raises an issue. Unlike in con-
trolled cognitive studies, the sets of images we
use are not arranged into ‘minimal pairs’, which
are identical except for a visual feature of inter-
est. To overcome this limitation, we exploit the
large amount of data available via the automatic
annotation of linguistic properties. We train visual
classifiers to predict if a linguistic property is ex-
pressed in image captions when only the image is
provided. If the classifiers achieve high accuracy
on a held out test set, it is an indication that the
visual features are informative enough to predict
the linguistic property.2 Figure 2 gives a high-level
depiction of our approach.

To complement our analysis, we also conduct
a corpus study. First, we use semantic annota-
tions (object classes and bounding boxes) already
available in existing datasets to group images by
high-level properties and analyze the prevalence
of linguistic properties in each group. Second, we
compare the linguistic properties of captions for
the same image in different languages. If a prop-
erty is salient in the captions of all languages for
a given image, it is likely that its visual content
constrains descriptions that use that property. We
present a corpus analysis using both approaches in
Section 5.2.

4 Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the languages (4.1),
linguistic properties (4.2) and datasets (4.3) used
in our experiments.

4.1 Languages
We study English (En), German (De), Chinese
(Zh), and Japanese (Jp) for three main reasons.
First, multiple language families are required to

2However, if the accuracy is low, we cannot determine
the cause; our modeling or data annotation assumptions may
have led to this result, rather than the absence of a statistical
relation.
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Figure 2: High-level depiction of our approach, demon-
strating one linguistic property (passive voice). Top:
Samples are annotated as expressing (positive) or not ex-
pressing (negative) the property. Middle: The SVM clas-
sifier is trained to predict whether an image expresses
the property. Bottom: The classifier is evaluated; high
classification accuracy indicates a strong relation be-
tween visual features and the linguistic property.

study language-agnostic constraints imposed by im-
ages. Second, all of these have large image-caption
datasets with non-translated captions. Third, all of
these have publicly available tools for annotation
of some of the linguistic properties we study.

4.2 Annotation of Linguistic Properties

Below, we describe the automatic annotation of
occurrences of linguistic properties in captions. All
annotation methods were validated by asking in-
house native speakers to verify a random sample
of 100 (50 positive and 50 negative) instances per
property and language. Across all languages and
properties, accuracy exceeded 92%, confirming
that our automatic annotations are of high quality.

For Japanese we only study the use of numerals
since we were not able to achieve accurate annota-
tion for the other properties.

Numerals (Num). We use Microsoft’s
Recognize-Text package3 to identify the use of nu-
merals in all languages. We ignore numerals with
value of 1 for the following reasons: (1) In Ger-
man and Chinese, the same word can refer to the

3github.com/microsoft/Recognizers-Text

number one or the determiner a; (2) In Japanese,
several non-numeral words contain the character
for 1 (一), confusing the recognizing algorithm.

Negation words (Neg). We use the list of En-
glish negation words composed by Dobreva and
Keller (2021), and add the word nope. We translate
all words in the English list into the other languages,
and verify the resulting lists with a native speaker.4

Verbal vs. nominal descriptions (Verb). We
label captions with the root part-of-speech tag of
their dependency tree, identified using Stanza’s
dependency parser (Qi et al., 2020). We only con-
sider captions with a single root which is a verb or
a noun, filtering 0.8% of the captions. Note that
we consider sentences where the root corresponds
to the English verb to be (sein in German, 有 in
Chinese) as noun roots, as no activity is described.

Transitivity of main verb (Tran). We use
Stanza’s dependency parser and filter all captions
with at least one of the following: (1) a non-verb
root, (2) more or less than a single root, (3) the
verb be (or its equivalents in languages other than
English) as a root, filtering 47% of the captions.
After filtering, a caption is labeled as transitive if
its root verb has a child labeled as a direct object,
and intransitive otherwise.5

Passive voice (Pass). We use the passive voice
identifier tool for English and German (Ramm
et al., 2017). For Chinese we search for the passive
indicator 被, filtering cases where it is part of
another word.6

4.3 Datasets

We use the following datasets: Pascal (Rashtchian
et al., 2010), MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014),
Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014), Multi30k (Elliott
et al., 2016), Flickr8kcn (Li et al., 2016), AIC-
ICC (Wu et al., 2017), COCO-CN (Li et al., 2019),
YJCaptions (Miyazaki and Shimizu, 2016), STAIR-
captions (Yoshikawa et al., 2017). Table 1 presents
additional information. We only use datasets with
original captions generated by native speakers and
avoid using datasets with captions translated from
English.7 In addition to captions, MSCOCO and
Flickr30k contain object classes and bounding box
annotations. A description of the data collection

4All negation words are listed in Appendix A.1.
5In German and Chinese we automatically identify edge

cases missed by the parser, see Appendix A.1.
6Words containing 被 are listed in Appendix A.1.
7See Appendix D for a comparison of original and trans-

lated captions.
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Lan Name Based on Size (im,cap)

En Pascal 1k, 5k
MSCOCO 123k, 616k
Flickr30k 31k, 158k
Overall 156k, 779k

De Multi30k Flickr30k 31k, 155k
Overall 31k, 155k

Zh Flickr8kCN Flickr8k 8k, 40k
AIC-ICC 240k, 1.2M

COCO-CN MSCOCO 20k, 22k
Overall 268k, 1.262M

Jp YJCaptions MSCOCO 26k, 131k
STAIR-captions MSCOCO 123k, 616k

Overall 149k, 747k

Table 1: The list of datasets used in this study. For
non-English datasets based on images from an English
dataset, the Based on column indicates the name of the
original dataset. The Size column indicates the number
of images and the number of captions in the dataset.

process for each dataset is provided in Appendix B.
Property expression probability. Given an im-

age I , a set of captions c1, ..., cNI
, and an annota-

tion function fp(ci) mapping caption ci to 1 if it
expresses property p, and to 0 otherwise, we define
the probability that image I expresses p as

Pp(I) =

∑NI
i=1 fp(ci)

NI

Given a language L we denote with Pp,L the
same computation with the set of captions filtered
to include only captions in L. Given a set of images
S we denote the expected probability of expressing
property p across all images in S as

EI∈S [Pp(I)] =

∑
I∈S Pp(I)

|S|
Table 2 presents the expected probability of each

property p occurring in captions in language L,
EI∈SL [Pp,L(I)], where SL is the set of all images
in all datasets of language L.

5 Experiments

We now describe our experiments and analyses. In
Section 5.1 we train visual classifiers to predict
linguistic properties, Section 5.2 presents a comple-
mentary corpus analysis, and Section 5.3 presents
additional insights that may lead to future research.

5.1 Predicting Properties from Images
We study the task of predicting, given an image,
whether human annotators will use a particular lin-
guistic property when describing it. The input is

Num Neg Pass Tran Verb

En 0.13
(156k)

0.0046
(156k)

0.076
(148k)

0.35
(137k)

0.41
(156k)

De 0.19
(31k)

0.0024
(31k)

0.012
(31k)

0.25
(31k)

0.78
(31k)

Zh 0.34
(268k)

0.0002
(268k)

0.002
(268k)

0.48
(245k)

0.60
(268k)

Jp 0.13
(123k)

– – – –

Table 2: Expected probability of images expressing each
property, in each of the 4 languages. Number of images
are in parentheses.

a raw image and the output is binary, indicating
whether the descriptions express the property.

Models. Our model consists of a visual en-
coder (ResNet50, He et al., 2016) to embed the
raw image, followed by a set of binary SVM classi-
fiers, one per linguistic property.8 We investigate
four different pre-training methods with varying
levels of supervision from different modalities.

First, we randomly initialize the visual encoder
(no pre-training; None), avoiding unwanted bias
through pre-training with human annotated infor-
mation. Using a random encoder renders the task
for the classifier more difficult, and the classifier
might perform poorly even if linguistic properties
are highly correlated with visual features, so we
consider None as a lower bound.

To equip our model with some prior visual
knowledge, we use MoCo (He et al., 2020), a
self-supervised pre-training method based only on
visual signals (MoCo). MoCo creates multiple
manipulated versions of an image and trains the
encoder to predict if two manipulated images cor-
respond to the same original.

We also include ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009)
pre-training (IN). The visual encoder is first trained
to classify images in the ImageNet dataset, and
then the classification head is discarded. Although
semantic information is provided in ImageNet pre-
training through class-labels, no textual input is
provided which describes the visual scene.

Finally, we use CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) pre-
training. CLIP is a multimodal self-supervised
model, trained to project images and corresponding
captions to similar vectors in a joint space. We use
CLIP’s visual encoder, discarding the text encoder.
This method is pre-trained with explicit textual

8We also experimented with neural classifiers, but SVM
performed significantly better: see Appendix A.2.2 for details.
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En De Zh Jp Mul

Numerals 88k 21k 224k 86k 337k
Passive 47k 2k 2k – 50k

Negation 6k 0.7k 0.3k – 7k
Transitivity 128k 29k 223k – 339k

Verb Root 150k 20k 198k – 333k

Table 3: Number of images used in the experiments, for
all properties and languages (Mul: Multilingual).

input, and hence its predictions will be skewed
by the prior probability of linguistic properties in
general language, obscuring the correlation with
image features. In terms of raw performance, we
consider CLIP as an upper bound.

We study two settings: monolingual (all images
from datasets in a single language) and multilin-
gual (all images from all datasets). In each set-
ting, for each linguistic property p, we compute
the probability of all relevant images to express p
and binarize the data by using the median probabil-
ity value as a threshold above which the image is
considered to express p. Finally, we create a bal-
anced dataset9 of images that express p and those
that do not. We evaluate our models using 5-fold
cross-validation. Table 3 shows the statistics of the
generated datasets (note that the size of the datasets
is smaller than in Table 2 because the data was
balanced using down sampling). Implementation
details are in Appendix A.2.

Multilingual results. Results are presented in Ta-
ble 4. First, we observe that except for the model
without pre-training, all models predict all proper-
ties above chance levels, supporting the hypothesis
that linguistic properties are constrained by visual
context. Second, results for the two non-textual pre-
training methods (MoCo, IN) were significantly
higher than the lower bound (None) and lower than
the upper bound (CLIP) in all properties. Finally,
numerals seem easiest to predict, which concurs
with our corpus analysis where we find that men-
tions of numerals were easiest to link to visual
properties (Section 5.2).

Monolingual results. We applied MoCo, the best
performing method without human annotated pre-
training, individually to each language (Table 5).
Note that model performance does not always cor-
relate with training data size (Table 3): in English,

9Although balancing the test set is usually considered a bad
practice, in this study we only study image-text correlation and
our classifiers would not be used for classifying new samples
in the future.

Num Pass Neg Tran Verb

None 60.5 ±0.9 52.7 ±0.3 51.0 ±1.6 54.3 ±0.5 54.2 ±0.3

MoCo 76.4 ±0.2 66.2 ±0.4 62.6 ±1.2 64.7 ±0.3 63.1 ±0.2
IN 74.6 ±0.4 65.9 ±0.5 62.4 ±1.9 64.5 ±0.1 62.6 ±0.2

CLIP 81.4 ±0.2 68.2 ±0.2 65.3 ±1.5 68.7 ±0.3 65.4 ±0.1

Table 4: Multilingual classification 5-fold cross-
validation accuracy on all linguistic properties and pre-
training methods. In all configurations, chance level
is 50. IN: ImageNet. Numerals is the highest scoring
property (in bold).

Num Pass Neg Tran Verb

En 68.3 ±0.3 66.8 ±0.7 62.5 ±0.8 64.6 ±0.3 58.8 ±0.1
De 69.5 ±0.6 58.5 ±3.1 51.5 ±4.3 62.0 ±0.7 57.8 ±0.8
Zh 80.6 ±0.2 70.9 ±2.6 55.4 ±4.3 65.8 ±0.3 67.3 ±0.2
Jp 67.4 ±0.3 – – – –

Table 5: Monolingual classification 5-fold cross-
validation accuracy on all linguistic properties and lan-
guages, using the MoCo pre-training method. In all
configurations, chance level is 50. In all languages, the
use of numerals was predicted most accurately (in bold).

the verb root dataset was the largest but the classi-
fier achieved the lowest accuracy; and prediction
accuracy was high for passive voice in Chinese de-
spite a small dataset. Across all languages, use of
numerals was predicted most reliably.

5.2 Corpus Analysis

In this section we show that large image captioning
corpora not only allow us to build predictive mod-
els to test hypotheses about the constraints of visual
properties on language, but also support large-scale
corpus studies. Our goal is to correlate image prop-
erties (e.g., the type or number of objects in an
image) with linguistic choice (e.g., the use of nu-
merals). The ground truth image properties are
typically unavailable, but we can use additional in-
formation in MSCOCO and Flickr30k as proxies.
In particular, we use the fact that the corpora are
multilingually aligned (each image contains cap-
tions in different languages, all generated by native
speakers) and they contain additional annotations
(class labels and bounding boxes).

We take the expression of numerals as a test
case, since it was the one most accurately predicted
in Section 5.1. We emphasize, however, that the
approach generalizes to other properties as well.

Although both MSCOCO and Flickr30k con-
tain object classes and bounding box annota-
tions, MSCOCO’s granularity is much higher (80
classes compared to 10 classes), so we only use
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Figure 3: MSCOCO classes with highest and
lowest expected numeral expression probability
EI∈Sc

[Pnum,L(I)], for L ∈ {En,Zh, Jp}. The proba-
bility of classes of animals is high in all languages.

MSCOCO’s class and bounding box annotations
in our analysis. German is excluded from the class
and bounding box analysis as there is no German
version of MSCOCO with original captions.

Images containing animals are most likely to
be described using numerals across languages.
For each MSCOCO class c, we find the set Sc

of all images instantiating that class and com-
pute EI∈Sc [Pnum(I)]. We note that the expected
Pnum(I) of some classes might be lower simply
because they are more likely to occur in singles,
and avoid this bias by filtering out images with a
single instantiation of c from Sc.10

Figure 3 shows the 5 classes with the highest
and lowest EI∈Sc [Pnum(I)] for each language. In
all languages, images depicting animals are most
likely to be described with numerals.

Our findings corroborate cognitive findings,
placing the human subitizability threshold at
4. We use MSCOCO bounding boxes annotation
to investigate whether the use of numerals in im-
age descriptions reflects the subitizability thresh-
old (see Section 2.1). For each integer k, we find
the set Sk of all images with k labeled bounding
boxes, and compute EI∈Sk

[Pnum(I)]. We also la-
bel captions with quantifiers (e.g., some, a few11)
and compute EI∈Sk

[Pquant(I)]. Figure 4 shows
the results, for all k where |Sk| ≥ 100. In all
languages, EI∈Sk

[Pnum(I)] initially increases with

10No classes were completely filtered out; only two classes
(toaster, hair-drier) were left with less than 80 images.

11The full lists are in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 4: Expected probability of expressing the use of
numerals and quantifiers EI∈Sk

[Pp,L(I)] as a function
of the number of bounding boxes in MSCOCO, for L ∈
{En,Zh, Jp} and p ∈ {num, quant}. All k with |Sk| <
100 were removed from the plot. Red line: subitizability
threshold. In all languages, the probability increases up
to 4 objects (consistent with cognitive studies) and then
decreases. Quantifiers expression probability increases
steadily.

Flickr30k (7k) MSCOCO (13k)
Zh/De Zh/En De/En Zh/En Zh/Jp Jp/En

0.75 0.72 0.87 0.59 0.52 0.68

Table 6: Pearson correlation of the probability of use
of numerals across pairs of languages in Flickr30 and
MSCOCO. Number of images in parentheses.

a clear peak at 4, while quantifiers expression
steadily increases.

Captions of the same image in different lan-
guages tend to agree on numerals usage. We
use the multilingual datasets Flickr30k (En, De,
Zh) and MSCOCO (En, Zh, Jp), identify a list
of images with captions in all respective lan-
guages {Ik}Nk=1, and compute the list of prob-
abilities of numerals expression for each image
LL = {Pnum,L(Ik)}Nk=1, in each language L. Next,
we compute the Pearson correlation coefficient of
LL1 , LL2 for each pair of languages L1,L2. The
results are shown in Table 6. The correlation is
high (> 0.5; Cohen (2013)) across all languages
and datasets.

5.3 Additional Insights

The proposed methodology can also be used as an
exploration method for further cognitive research.
In this section, we present findings obtained by
manually investigating extreme cases of property
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Figure 5: Top: images described using numerals in all
languages. Bottom: images described without numerals.
Images taken from Flickr30k.

expression. This is an exploratory analysis, pre-
senting preliminary findings that may lead to future
research in a more controlled setting.

Use of numeral expressions. We manually in-
spect all images that use numerals in all captions
across all languages in Flickr30k (N=105). The top
images in Figure 5 are representative examples. All
images depict multiple participants taking similar
roles and positioned in a regular pattern (e.g., all
the children in the upper right image in Figure 5
are swinging and facing the camera). The bottom
of Figure 5 shows comparable images, which were
never described using numerals. Here, participants
appear in different poses and roles. We hypothesize
that people count more easily and accurately when
objects are arranged in a regular pattern, compared
to a random formation (Burgess and Barlow, 1983).

We also present differences in the use of numer-
als across languages. We analyze images for which
at least two captions use numerals with the same
numeral value in each language, but different val-
ues across languages (N=46). We find two main
reasons for cross-language inconsistencies: First,
different languages tend to either count all partic-
ipants in a single group or split them into smaller
groups based on gender, role, or age.12 These differ-
ences may be due to different annotation guidelines
or different cultural backgrounds of the annotators.

Second, the multilingual datasets were originally
created for English captioning, making the selected
images highly related to English and especially
North American culture.13 For example, in the
sports domain, the datasets contain mainly images
of Basketball and Baseball, popular sports in the
United States. While English annotators use a de-

12Examples for all partition types are in Appendix C.
13This is a well known problem in multimodal datasets,

previously discussed by Liu et al. (2021).

En: Basketball player wearing a white,
number 23 jersey jumps up with the ball
while guarded by number 13 on the op-
posite team

En: Basketball player wearing a

white, number 23 jersey jumps up

with the ball while guarded by

number 13 on the opposite team

De: Zwei Männer spielen Basketball

(Two men play basketball)
Zh: 有两个男人正在打篮球

(Two men are playing baseketball)

De: Zwei Männer spielen Basketball
Zh: 有两个男人正在打篮球

Figure 6: An image of a basketball game. The English
captions are highly detailed, while both the German
and Chinese caption translates to Two men are playing
basketball. Image taken from Flickr30k, captions taken
from Flickr30k (En), Mutli30k (De), Flickr8kcn (Zh).

tailed description, commonly mentioning the play-
ers’ shirt number, German and Chinese descrip-
tions are mostly short and count the number of
players in the image (Figure 6).

Passive. We notice that in images with high
probability for using passive voice, the patient is
commonly located at the center of the scene ei-
ther by the pose of the camera or the borders of
the image. We hypothesize that this visual feature
is correlated with the use of passive voice. The
right image of Figure 1 shows one example. More
examples are in Appendix C.

5.4 Discussion

Our experiments suggest that various linguistic
properties are predictable from visual context, most
notably in the case of the use of numeral expres-
sions. Our classifiers were able to predict the pres-
ence of numerals in captions with high accuracy.
Correspondingly, our corpus analysis provides evi-
dence that the type and number of objects in the im-
age constrain the use of numerals. Both results hold
across different languages, and present high agree-
ment between languages in the selection of images
that are described with numerals. This lends sup-
port to the hypothesis that visual context constrains
the use of numerals across a variety of languages
from different families, and that such trends can be
studied using the proposed methodology.

A surprising result is that without pretraining
of the visual encoder (None), above chance-level
performance can be obtained, most notably for the
numerals property. A randomly initialized visual
encoder applies a random dimensionality reduction
to the input image, and the fact that the SVM clas-
sifier was able to learn to predict the presence of
numerals in the captions of images at above chance
level following this random transformation sup-
ports the hypothesis that this property correlates
with visual features.
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6 Conclusion

The synergistic relation between vision and lan-
guage has been shown in the cognitive literature
and leveraged in computational models, but how
the two modalities inform each other has not been
sufficiently studied at scale. We present a large
scale study of the correlation of visual properties
with linguistic phenomena, using naturalistic im-
ages described by a large crowd of native speakers
of four languages.

In addition to confirming results of previous cog-
nitive studies, we present new findings, e.g., the
effect of object type on the use of numerals in vi-
sual scene description and the cross-lingual correla-
tion of the use of numerals. Considering the effort
needed to execute a controlled study, our proposed
method can be used as an effective exploration tech-
nique for finding hypotheses for future controlled
studies. In addition, our framework is general, and
extends naturally to more languages and properties.

Beyond the cognitive contribution, our work can
inform NLP models. Recent work suggests that in
captioning models, training the model to predict a
structured representation of the caption (e.g., based
on POS prediction) before the text improves com-
positional generalization (Bugliarello and Elliott,
2021). In future work, we will study the utility of
predicting our proposed linguistic properties for
improving captioning models.

Limitations

We acknowledge several limitations of our sug-
gested methodology. First, confounding factors
may have affected our results, e.g., the difference
in wording of the annotation guidelines for the orig-
inal image-caption dataset could have a significant
impact on the linguistic properties of the descrip-
tions. In cognitive research, there is a well-known
trade-off and ongoing discussion on the merits of
highly-controlled, yet often oversimplified settings
and the larger-scale, yet typically confounded, stud-
ies. The “reproducibility crisis” has highlighted
that controlled studies are often difficult to repro-
duce, and initiated a discussion about the (comple-
mentary) utility of large-scale experiments which
are typically more realistic. We propose such a
method in the context of language/vision research,
which can complement small-scale cognitive stud-
ies by considering natural scenes, while covering
several languages and linguistic phenomena. We
present empirical results that support the validity

of the methodology, in the sense that it often ac-
cords with established findings from the literature,
as well as small scale qualitative analysis, that sug-
gests trends for future work. We emphasize the
importance of both paradigms, which should coex-
ist and complement one another.

Second, with the exception of AIC-ICC, all im-
age collections for all languages are based on origi-
nal English image-caption datasets and hence are
Anglocentric in their selection of concepts. The im-
pact of such bias on NLP research has recently been
discussed (Liu et al., 2021). We hope to extend
the analysis with additional culture- and language-
specific datasets in the future.

Finally, we do not distinguish between differ-
ences in linguistic properties that are due to an-
notators’ focus choices (i.e., the selection of what
details in the image to describe) and those that are
due to linguistic choices. The prevalence of linguis-
tic properties could be influenced by the content
that the annotator chose to describe (e.g., some
annotators describe the background in addition to
the main object(s), and others do not). This is a
challenging and important line of future work, but
outside the scope of this study.
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A Implementation Details

A.1 Linguistic Properties Annotation
Use of numerals In the bounding boxes experi-
ment in section 5.2 we search for quantifiers. Fol-
lowing are the lists of quantifiers we search for in
each language. English: some, a lot of, many, lots
of, a few, several, a number of. Chinese: 些,多.
Japanese: 多くの,たくさん,いくつか.

Use of negation words Following are the lists of
negation words for each language.

English: not, isn’t, aren’t, doesn’t, don’t, can’t,
cannot, shouldn’t, wont, wouldn’t, no, none, no-
body, nothing, nowhere, neither, nor, never, without,
nope.

German: nicht, kein, nie, niemals, niemand, nir-
gendwo, nirgendwohin, nirgends, weder, ohne, nein,
nichts, nee. We lemmatize the words in the sen-
tence before searching in this list.

Chinese: 不,不是,不能,不可以,没,没有,没
什么, 从不, 并不, 从没有, 并没有, 无人, 无处,
无,别,绝不. We use the Jieba tokenizer14. We
also identify cases where one of the words above is
part of a longer non-negation word and filter those
cases. Following is the list of non-negation words:
别着,不小心,不一样.

14github.com/fxsjy/jieba

Use of passive verbs In Chinese we search for
the passive indicator 被, filtering cases where it is
part of the 被子 word (meaning quilt), a common
word in the AIC-ICC dataset.

Transitivity In German and Chinese we identify
several important edge cases in which the Stanza
parser is consistently incorrect, which we fix man-
ually. All edge cases were verified by native speak-
ers.

In German we identify sentences containing a
node which is a child of the root and labeled with
the PTKVZ POS tag, and label these as intransitive.

In Chinese we identify sentences where (1) the
lemma of the root word ends with the preposition
token 在; (2) the lemma of the word following
the root word is 在; or (3) the lemma of the word
following the root word starts with the preposition
token 向, and label these as intransitive.

A.2 Model Details

A.2.1 SVM Classifier
We use the SVC model from the sklearn Python
package with the RBF kernel and default hyper-
parameters.

A.2.2 Neural Classifier
We use a feed-forward neural network with 1 or 2
hidden layers, with different activation functions
(ReLU, Sigmoid, Tanh). In all configurations, the
SVM classifier performed better.

A.2.3 Pre-trained Backbone Models
For MoCo and CLIP we use the models provided
in the officially published code. For ImageNet pre-
training we use the pre-trained model provided by
the PyTorch package. In all cases, model contains
25.6M parameters.

A.3 Training

Training with the largest training set (the transitiv-
ity multilingual setting, see table 3) took 30 hours
on a single GM204GL GPU.

B Dataset Collection Details

Following is a brief description of the process of
data collection for each of the datasets.

Pascal Sentences (Rashtchian et al., 2010) con-
tains the set of images from the PASCAL Visual
Object Classes Challenge (Everingham et al., 2008)
with captions generated by Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk workers. The annotators were instructed to (1)
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describe the image in a single sentence including
the main characters, the setting or the relation of
the objects; (2) If possible, include adjectives such
as colors, spacing, emotion, or quantity; (3) pay
attention to grammar and spelling.

Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014) is a large English
image-caption dataset. The objects in each image
are segmented using bounding boxes and classified
into one of 10 classes. Annotators were crowd-
source workers and were asked to “write sentences
that describe the depicted scenes, situations, events
and entities (people, animals, other objects)”.

Multi30k (Elliott et al., 2016) is a German ver-
sion of Flickr30k. It contains both original and
translated captions. Translations are generated by
professional translators, original captions were gen-
erated by crowdworkers via the Crowdflower plat-
form. Instructions were translated from the English
instructions of Flickr30k.

Flickr8kcn (Li et al., 2016) is a Chinese ver-
sion of the smaller Flickr8k dataset on which
the Flickr30k dataset was based. Descriptions
were generated by crowdworkers that were asked
to “write sentences describing salient objects and
scenes in every image, from their own point of
views”.

MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014) is another large
English image-caption dataset with additional an-
notations (object classes and bounding boxes). The
captions were generated using human subjects on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. The annotators were
given the following instructions:

• Describe all the important parts of the scene.

• Do not start the sentences with “There is”.

• Do not describe unimportant details.

• Do not describe things that might have hap-
pened in the future or past.

• Do not describe what a person might say.

• Do not give people proper names.

• The sentences should contain at least 8 words.

COCO-CN (Li et al., 2019) is a Chinese version
of MSCOCO, annotated by a group of volunteers
and paid undergraduate students. Annotators were
instructed that the caption shall cover the main
objects, actions and scene in a given image, and
were provided with suggested captions retrieved in

the following process: all the captions in the origi-
nal MSCOCO dataset were machine-translated to
Chinese, and the 5 most relevant suggestions for
each image were chosen by a model. However,
they were asked to provide their own descriptions,
and only draw inspiration from the suggestions. In
addition, they manually translated 5000 captions.

YJCaptions (Miyazaki and Shimizu, 2016) is a
Japanese version of MSCOCO. Captions were gen-
erated using Yahoo! crowdsourcing, where sign-
ing up requires a Japanese proficiency, leading the
authors to assume that participants were fluent in
Japanese. Annotation guidelines can be translated
to English as “Please explain the image using 16 or
more Japanese characters. Write a single sentence
as if you were writing an example sentence to be
included in a textbook for learning Japanese. De-
scribe all the important parts of the scene; do not de-
scribe unimportant details. Use correct punctuation.
Write a single sentence, not multiple sentences or
a phrase”.

STAIR-captions (Yoshikawa et al., 2017) is an-
other Japanese version of MSCOCO. Annotation
guidelines can be translated to English as “(1) A
caption must contain more than 15 letters. (2) A
caption must follow the da/dearu style (one of the
writing styles in Japanese). (3) A caption must
describe only what is happening in an image and
the things displayed therein. (4) A caption must be
a single sentence. (5) A caption must not include
emotions or opinions about the image”.

AIC-ICC (Wu et al., 2017) is a large Chinese
image–caption dataset. The annotators were in-
structed to (1) include key objects/attributes, loca-
tions and human actions; (2) generate fluent cap-
tions; (3) use Chinese idioms or descriptive adjec-
tives.

C Additional Visual Examples

Numerals disagreement Further to the numerals
disagreement analysis in Section 5.3, we present ex-
amples of images that were described by captions
in multiple languages with numeral value disagree-
ment caused by differences in partition of the par-
ticipants. For each of these images, the captions in
one language do not partition the participants while
the captions in the other is partitioning based on
gender (Figure 7), role (Figure 8) or age (Figure 9).

Passive voice Figure 10 shows three images with
high probability for the use of passive voice. In
the upper right image the passive participant is
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Figure 7: An image taken from Flickr30k. The English
caption splits participants based on gender: “A man
in a beret and thin mustache gestures to two women
in conversation”. The Chinese caption does not split
participants at all: “三个人正在谈话” (Three people
are talking).

Figure 8: An image taken from Flickr30k. The English
caption splits participants based on role: “One dog is
chasing another dog that is carrying something in its
mouth along the beach”. The German caption does not
split participants at all: “Zwei weiß-braune Hunde, die
am Strand laufe” (Two white and brown dogs running
on the beach).

centered by the pose of the camera, while in the
other two images the borders of the image locates
the passive participant in the center.

D Original vs. Translated Captions

When studying multimodal tasks in non-English
languages (e.g., multimodal machine transla-
tion (Hitschler et al., 2016), visual question answer-
ing (Gupta et al., 2020)), it is common to translate
an existing English image-caption corpus into the
target language using crowd sourcing or transla-
tion APIs. We show that captions generated in
this setting are not representative of the target lan-
guage. We use the Multi30k dataset (De) and the
COCO-CN dataset (Zh), both of which contain

Figure 9: An image taken from Flickr30k. The English
caption splits participants based on age: “A man and
two children in life jackets in a boat on a lake”. The
Chinese caption does not split participants at all: “坐
在船上出海的三个人” (Three people on a boat going
out to the sea).

original as well as translated captions in the target
language. We use the statistical method described
in Section 5.2 in the Cross-lingual analysis para-
graph to compute the agreement of English and
translated captions, and compare it with the agree-
ment of original and translated captions. As shown
in Figure 11, in 9/10 cases the English-Translated
agreement is higher than Original-Translated agree-
ment, suggesting that translated captions are not
representative of the target language. The effect is
most pronounced with negation.

Figure 10: images with high probability for the use of
passive voice. In all images, the passive participant is
centered by the pose of the camera or the borders of the
image.
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Figure 11: English – Translated agreement (En-DeT and
En-ZhT ) and Original – Translated agreement (DeO-
DeT and ZhO-ZhT ) for German and Chinese, in differ-
ent linguistic properties.
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